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In this report Mn

2+

, Fe

2+

and Co

2+

ions in the ground state in the presence of crystalline �eld

T

d

symmetry are considered. Superexchange interaction is performed via S, Se, Te ions. Theoret-

ical calculations of the superexchange interaction integral J

NN

have been carried out within the

framework of Racah technique. Experimental values of J

NN

for Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te were obtained from

the measurement of Faraday rotation temperature dependence.
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A number of properties of semimagnetic semiconduc-

tors (SMS) of A

II

1�X

M

X

B

IV

type (where M | Mn, Fe,

Co) is determinated by the exchange interaction of lo-

calized magnetic moments with band carrier spin [1].

In these structures in addition to the mentioned inter-

action other mechanisms of magnetic moment exchange

are possible. In particular, there is direct exchange asso-

ciated with the direct overlap of the wave functions of

magnetic ions. This mechanism is essential for high con-

centrations of x of the magnetic component M . At low

concentrations of x the exchange between magnetic ions

is realized through indirect exchange mechanisms. For

the wide band SMS that are studied in this paper the

superexchange through the intermediate nonmagnetic is

substantional [2]. As concentrations of x are increased

magnetic ions may form certain complexes (clusters).

Energy characteristics of such clusters are determined by

the exchange integral J

NN

. The quantity of J

NN

is stud-

ied by means of experimental investigations on Raman

scattering, magnetization in magnetic �eld, nonelastic

neutron scattering, speci�c heat [3]. Theoretical analy-

sis of the exchange interaction of J

NN

is based upon the

phenomenological Heisenberg Hamiltonian

H = �

X

i;j

J

ij

S

i

S

j

: (1)

In (1) due to signi�cant decrease of the interaction with

distance (J

ij

� exp(�R

ij

)) the summation is carried

over the �rst neighbours only. In (1) for the case of s-

electrons only exchange part is taken into account. The

generalization of Heinzeberg model is important for the

many electron system with orbital states taken into ac-

count [4].

In this paper the e�ects of superexchange interaction

for the structures withM being Mn, Fe, Co and nonmag-

netic ion being S, Se, Te are considered. Besides, the role

of orbital e�ects in exchange interaction is investigated

and the limits of applicability of Heisenberg Hamiltonian

are found. Theoretical analysis of known experimental

results [3] is carried out. We also found J

NN

from the

study of Faraday e�ect for Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te.

In semiconductor solid solutions A

II

1�x

M

x

B

V I

the

magnetic componentM replaces the cation A and is sub-

ject to a crystalline �eld of T

d

symmetry that is formed

mostly by the �rst neigbour anions. Let us single out

the M{B{M system in the lattice and consider superex-

change interaction of magnetic ions M via nonmagnetic

ion B. Many electron states of isolated atoms are de-

scribed in L{S coupling approximation. For an atom

containing N electrons in 3d-shell a quantum state is de-

scribed by the set of quantum numbers SLM

S

M

L

. Crys-

talline �eld is taken into account through an appropriate

unitary transformation

	

CF

=

^

U	

A

: (2)

The expression for

^

U is given in [5], 	

CF

is the basis of

wave functions in the presence of crystalline �eld and 	

A

is the basis of atomic wave functions. We neglect direct

interaction between magnetic ion electrons and treat the

exchange part of Coulomb interaction between ions M

and B as a perturbation to the system of magnetic ions

in ground state. In terms of antisymmetrization operator

[6] it corresponds to taking into account permutations

P

ia

P

jb

(i; j and �; � correspond to the magnetic and

nonmagnetic centers respectively). The expression for su-

perexchange operator is obtained in [7]. The calculation

was carried out according to the Heitler{London model

with the implementation of the Racah technique. This

approach does not require the band spectrum charge car-

riers unlike that in [4].

Theoretical calculation consist in the computation of

two-center exchange and overlap integrals with the use

of one-electron Slater wave functions [8]. For the simpli-

�cation of numerical calculations the radial parts of the

wave functions were approximated by the set of Gauss

functions

R

n

(r) =

X

i

c

i

�

i

(r); �

i

(r) = r

n�1

e

��

i

r

2

: (3)
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Material Mn Fe Co

Theory Experiment Theory Experiment Theory Experiment

CdMTe 6.6 6.2 26.7 24.3�2

CdMSe 9.6 7.6, 8.1 24.8 19.0 44.2 37.0

CdMS 7.2 9.7, 11.0 18.3 26.0

ZnMSe 15.0 12.3 25.5 22.3 56.3 49.5

ZnMS 19.4 16.1 31.2 >22.0 53.5 47.5

Table. Superexchange interaction integral J

NN

(K).

Fig. 1. Integral J

NN

as a function of distance between

magnetic ions.

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the inverse Faraday ro-

tation angle for Cd

0:97

Fe

0:03

Te; H = 15 kOe, d = 0.1 cm,

E=E

0

= 0.9.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the Verdet constant

for Cd

0:97

Fe

0:03

Te crystal of di�erent concentrations: 1)

x = 0:01; E=1.512 eV; 2) x = 0:03; E=1.494 eV; 3)

x = 0:05; E=1.494 eV; 4) x = 0:03; E=1.512 eV.

Parametrs c

i

, �

i

were found according to the least square

method [8].

Numerical calculation show that the terms which cor-

respond to the nonzero orbital moment are signi�cantly

smaller than the corresponding spin terms. It means that

Heisenberg Hamiltonian is a su�ciently good approxima-

tion for magnetic ion interaction. The results of calcula-

tions for J

NN

are shown in the table. One can see that

J

NN

is subsantially dependent on the type of magnetic

ions and increases in the sequence Mn, Fe, Co which

is in good agreement with experimental data [3]. Qual-

itatively these results can be explaned by the fact that

screening parameter � being essentially the only parame-

ter of the problem is chosen according to the well-known

Slater rule for an isolated atom. The absolute value of

J

NN

is rather sensitive to the choice of �. In order to

reach the quantitative agreement with experimental val-
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ues of J

NN

[3] � was altered within �20% of the value

of � for an isolated atom. However, it should be noted

that the ratio J

Fe

NN

=J

Mn

NN

is only slightly sensitive to the

change of �.

The results shown in the table are valid for a �xed

value of distance between the magnetic ions. The value

of superexchange integral for Fe-Te-Fe and Mn-Te-Mn

as a function distance between magnetic ions is shown in

�g. 1. For the distance � a=2 the ratio of superexchange

interaction integrals reads J

Fe

NN

=J

Mn

NN

� 3.

In order to determine J

NN

for Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te we used

the method of extrapolation of temperature dependence

of inverse Faraday rotation angle �

F

. Example of tem-

perature dependence of inverse Faraday rotation angle

for Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te with x = 0:03 (�g. 2) shows that in the

interval 70< T <250 K the Courie{Weiss relationship is

valid. By means of extrapolation of the linear interval

we obtained the value of �

0

x = �(35 � 3) K. Using a

well-known relationship

�

0

= �8S(S + 1)J

NN

(4)

we found J

NN

= (24�2) K. This value is consistent with

the theoretical calculations.

The nature of temperature dependence of the Fara-

day rotation for low temperatures 4.4<T<70 K (�g. 3)

is more complex. The peculiarities of helium at liquid

temperatures are due to Van{Fleck paramagnetism [9].

It can be noted that critical value of concentration of x at

which interionic exchange interaction becomes substan-

tial for Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te according to [10] is � 0:3 whereas

our investigation for Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te gives x � 0:03. In

other words superexchange interaction for Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te

is essentially greater at a given concentration than it is

for Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te which is consistent with the calculation

data (�g. 1).
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NADOBM�NNA VZA�MOD�� V NAP�VMAGNETNIH

NAP�VPROV�DNIKAH TIPU A

II

B

IV

S. V. Mel~niquk, �. M. Miha�levs~ki�, A. �. Savquk, D. M. Trifonenko

Qern�vec~ki� der�avni� un�versitet, kafedra teoretiqnoÝ f�ziki

UkraÝna, UA{274012, Qern�vc�, vul. Koc�bins~kogo, 2

�nte�ral nadobm�nnoÝ vzamod�Ý J

NN

m�� magnetnimi centrami M qerez nemagnetni� �on B v nap�v-

magnetnih nap�vprov�dnikah tipu A

II

1�X

M

X

B

V I

dosl�d�eno metodom algebri Raka. �k M rozgl�da�t~s�

�oni Mn

2+

, Fe

2+

� Co

2+

. Vrahovu�t~s� osnovn� orb�tal~n� stani magnetnih �on�v v kristal�qnomu pol�

simetr�Ý T

d

. Rezul~tati rozrahunku por�vn��t~s� �z v�domimi v l�teratur� eksperimental~nimi danimi ta

z rezul~tatom eksperimental~nih dosl�d�en~ efektu Farade� v Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te. Pokazano, wo taki� p�dh�d

dozvol� po�sniti zv'�zok kritiqnih znaqen~ x dl� sistem Cd

1�x

Mn

x

Te ta Cd

1�x

Fe

x

Te �z veliqinami

�nte�ral�v J

NN

dl� cih sistem.
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